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a b s t r a c t

High quality centimeter size single crystals of Bi(Cu1�xZnx)2PO6 (x¼0%, 1%, 5%) have been successfully

grown by the Travelling Solvent Floating Zone (TSFZ) technique. The crystals were grown with a rate of

1 mm/h in a gas mixture of 20% O2 in Ar. Characterization of the single crystal samples by means of

optical microscopy, X-ray powder diffraction, X-ray Laue diffraction, neutron diffraction and

300 K, passes a broad maximum around 60 K, followed by an exponential decrease towards lower T, and

confirm the formation of a spin singlet ground state at low temperature. At low-temperature a

paramagnetic Curie-like upturn quantitatively reflect the increasing Zn-doping level.

& 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recently, there has been great interest in the magnetic
properties of pure and doped low-dimensional and frustrated
Heisenberg antiferromagnetic (HAF) spin systems. The interest
stems from the variety of intriguing phenomena originating from
the quantum fluctuations, and from their possible relevance to
high-Tc superconductivity [1–5]. In this context, the even-leg spin
ladder is arguably the simplest model exhibiting a singlet ground
state with an energy gap to dispersive triplet states. Based on
theoretical studies, Dagatto and Rice predicted that, under modest
hole doping, spin ladders might become superconducting [6].
Indeed, superconductivity has been discovered in the Ca-doped
two-leg ladder system Sr14�xCaxCu24O41 (x¼13.6) under high
pressure of 3.5 GPa [7].

Considerable experimental and theoretical work has been
devoted to unravel the effect of non-magnetic dilution of the
gapped spin liquid state. For example, in SrCu2O3 (2-leg) and
Sr3Cu2O5 (3-leg) systems [8], doping non-magnetic Zn2 + (S¼0)
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cations on Cu2 + (S¼1/2) sites have been found to induce
disordered magnetism or even antiferromagnetic long range
order (LRO) at Neél temperatures TN ranging from 3 to 8 K for
0:01oxo0:08. Recent suggestions that dilution or bond-disorder
could lead to new phenomena such as a Bose-glass phase [9], have
renewed interest in spin ladders in general, and dilutable systems
in particular.

Previous work on spin-ladder model materials, ranging from
cuprates such as Sr14�xCaxCu24O41 and SrCu2O3, which represent
the limits of strong magnetic exchange J� 100 meV, to weakly
coupled metal-organic compounds like (C5H12N)2CuBr4 with
J� 1 meV [10], left an important unexplored gap in the energy
scales. A model material with intermediate energy scale
(J� 10 meV) would allow high quality mapping of the entire
excitation spectrum, while still keeping the energy, field and
temperature scales adequate for high resolution studies of finite
temperature dynamics and effects of non-magnetic dilution. This
inspired us to search for new experimental realizations of
quantum spin ladder and investigate the impurity effects on
them. The BiCu2PO6 compound was identified as a good candidate
for such a spin ladder model material with intermediate energy
scale. Magnetic susceptibility and heat capacity measurement on
polycrystalline samples showing existence of a � 34 K spin-gap
were analyzed to imply leg-coupling J1/kB¼80 K and leg to rung
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Fig. 1. (a) Crystal structure of BiCu2PO6. The coupled two-leg zigzag ladders formed by two different Cu [Cu1 (red) and Cu2 (orange)] and O [O1 and O2] atoms run along

the crystallographic b-axis, which is separated by non-magnetic Bi and P atoms. (b) Framework of a two-legged zigzag ladder projected onto the ab plane. (c) The same

ladder projected onto the bc plane. The fading effect is applied to show the atoms are not located in the same plane. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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exchange ratio J1=J2 � 1 [11]. Furthermore, there might be
frustrated coupling between adjacent rungs, which could add
interesting new aspects to the spin ladder physics [12]. A
schematic diagram of the structure is shown in Fig. 1a. Two
edge-sharing CuO5 distorted square pyramids, with a Cu2 + ion at
the center of the fivefold oxygen coordination, give rise to a Cu
dimer with an intradimer distance of 2.8 Å. Each dimer connects
two others by its four O1 corners resulting in a zigzag double
chain (ladder) running along the b axis (Fig. 1b). The interdimer
cohesion is further strengthened by PO4 tetrahedra that connect
two consecutive dimers by O2 corners. The Bi ions are positioned
between two ladders (see Fig. 1a). The bond angle and bond
length along the leg (Cu1–O1–Cu2) of the ladder are about 1121
and 3.2 Å and along the rung (Cu1–O2–Cu2) the corresponding
values are 921 and 2.8 Å [13].The BiCu2PO6 structure has a
promising chemical flexibility. Firstly, the vanadium analogue
BiCu2VO6 and P/V-mixed BiCu2P1�xVxO6 could be synthesized
[14] and show an interesting incommensurate structural
modulation along the ladders at vanadium doping level x40:7.
Secondly, Ca-doping at the Bi sites may introduces holes in the
ladders [13]. Thirdly, the magnetic Cu2 + ions can be replaced by
non-magnetic Zn2 + (S¼0) [15] or magnetic Ni2 + (S¼1) [16].

Most of the experiments reported to date were performed
using polycrystalline samples. For further studies of the intrinsic
nature of the ground state as well as the excited states in a large
temperature range, i.e. for neutron inelastic scattering experi-
ments, well below and above the gap temperature, large single
crystals of high quality are indispensable, Mentre and Ketatni [14]
obtained single crystals by a flux method, but the detailed
procedure and the crystal size were not reported. In this work, the
Travelling Solvent Floating Zone (TSFZ) method was applied for
the crystal growth. Large centimeter size single crystals of
Bi(Cu1�xZnx)2PO6 (x¼0%, 1%, 5%) were successfully grown and
crystal quality, magnetic properties were investigated.
2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Ceramics preparation

Polycrystalline Bi(Cu1�xZnx)2PO6 (x¼0%, 1%, 5%) samples were
prepared by a solid state reaction. Starting materials: Bi2O3

(CHEMPUR, 99.99%), CuO (ALFA AESAR, 99.9999%), and NH4H2PO4

(CHEMPUR, 99.999%), ZnO (CHEMPUR, 99.999%), were mixed in
the desired stoichiometric proportions and annealed at 300, 500,
750 1C for 15 h at each step, and finally at 820 1C for 2 days in
alumina crucibles in air, with intermediate grindings. The total
synthesis reaction of undoped BiCu2PO6 compound can be written
as follows:

Bi2O3þ4CuOþ2NH4H2PO4-2BiCu2PO6þ2NH3þ3H2O

The resulting bright green sintered material of BiCu2PO6 was
powderised again and then loaded into a rubber tube and pressed
hydrostatically at 4 Kbar to produce rods of 5–8 mm in diameter
and 95 mm in length. These rods were subsequently sintered at
840 1C in air for 24 h. The rods were then pre-annealed in O2 at
temperature close to the melting point by using the image furnace
used for the crystal growth, in order to obtain the highest possible
density. Sintered rods with about 95% of the crystallographic
density (dx ¼6.481 g/cm3 [17]) were obtained, which in this
case was found to be sufficient. The rod color changed from
green to partly shining gray, with matte surface after the final
annealing. According to our preliminary differential thermal
analysis experiment (NETSCH STA 449C), the BiCu2PO6 melts
incongruently at 896 (75) 1C. The BiCu2PO6, Cu2O and BiPO4

phases were found for the melted undoped sample by the XRD
phase analysis.
2.2. Crystal growth of Bi(Cu1�xZnx)2PO6 (x¼0%, 1% ,5%)

Single crystals of BiCu2PO6 were grown by the TSFZ technique
in an image furnace (Model FZ-T-10000-H-VI-VP, Crystal System.
Inc., Japan) using four 300 W halogen lamps as heat sources. A
number of preliminary tests have been performed to find the
proper growth conditions. Several trials with different growth
rates (0.5–2 mm/h) were carried out. A growth process instability
accompanied by a volume change of the molten zone was
observed at growth rates above 1.5 mm/h (see Fig. 2).
Additionally, crystals grown at rates above 2 mm/h always
consist of at least three domains, which preserve along the
whole length of the crystal rod (see Fig. 6a). Single domain growth
could be achieved only by growing at a relatively low rate (slower
than 1 mm/h). Additionally, it was found that decreasing the
diameter of the feed rod from 8 mm, down to 5 mm, considerably
improves the molten zone stability and allows growth of crack-
free crystals up to 50 mm in length. Significant evaporation of the
material were not observed during crystal growth. The quartz
tube were only slightly covered after all performed growth
experiments.

The optimal conditions for the BiCu2PO6 crystal growth are an
atmosphere 20% O2 in Ar gas at a pressure of 6 bar, growth rate
of 1 mm/h and a counter-rotation of the upper and lower rods of



Fig. 3. As-grown single crystals of Bi(Cu1�xZnx)2PO6 (x¼0%, 1%, 5%), together with

rod of BiZn2PO6.

Fig. 4. The X-ray diffraction pattern from crushed single crystal of BiCu2PO6 is

shown together with the Rietveldt refinement using FULLPROF. The red open

circles indicate the experimental XRD data, the solid black line is calculated based

on the refinement, green vertical short lines are the Bragg positions and the blue

line is the difference of measured and calculated data. (For interpretation of the

Fig. 2. A growth process instability caused by the change of the liquid volume at

the molten zone was observed at growth rates above 2 mm/h.
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20 rpm, to secure the liquid homogeneity as well as the
homogeneous temperature distribution within the liquid zone.
Since polycrystalline seed and feed rods were used in this
work, the as-grown material only became single crystalline after
1.5–2.5 cm of the growth. At the beginning i.e. after several mm of
growth, the crystals exhibited bark-like edges and smooth, shiny
facets around the rod. In the course of the growth, two facets
increase in size and expel the other until the crystal becomes
single domain over the whole cross-section.

The Zn-doped BiCu2PO6 crystals were grown following the
same routine as for the undoped ones. To our knowledge no
Zn-doped single crystals have been grown up to now although
some work on ceramics has been done by Koteswararao et al. [13].
In many cases, the introduction of additional cations into the
system drastically changes the crystal growth conditions. This
was observed previously e.g. in SrCu2(11BO3)2 system [18].
Surprisingly, in the case of the BiCu2PO6 system, we successfully
substituted Zn2 + (ionic radii 0.68 Å) for Cu2 + (ionic radii 0.65 Å
[19]) at different Zn-doping level (x¼1%, 5%) without any
necessary adjustment of the growth conditions. The growth
processes were very smooth and several 70 mm long single
crystal of Bi(Cu1�xZnx)2PO6 (x¼1%, 5%) were obtained. However,
our attempts to grow large BiZn2PO6 (x¼100%) crystals failed and
material with multiple grains and irregular shape was obtained.
The failure is probably due to the fact that BiZn2PO6 undergoes a
structural phase transition at 325 1C, which will create cracks or/
and twinning. Multiple grains and irregular shape at growth
temperature is (probably) caused by presence of two phases due
to incongruent melting [19].
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version

of this article.)
3. Characterization and magnetic properties

Photographs of the as-grown Bi(Cu1�xZnx)2PO6 (x¼0%, 1%, 5%)
crystals, are presented in Fig. 3, together with the white rod of
BiZn2PO6 (x¼100%). Crystals with different Zn-doping level were
cylinder shaped, opaque, about 40–60 mm long, with glossy
surface and shining stripes and facets. The density of the BiCu2PO6

crystal (dcrystal ¼ 6:4870:02 g=cm3), determined by buoyancy
method, is in a very good agreement with the crystallographic
density (6.481 g/cm3). The phase analysis and lattice parameter
study were performed at room temperature using a X-ray powder
diffractometer Bruker D8, in Y : 2Y mode. Scans from 101 to 1001
with a step of 0.00921. For each crystal, a piece from crystal rod top
and bottom was crushed and Rietveldt structure refinement
analyses were performed, individually. All samples were found to
be single phase with no traces of additional phases. The refinement
pattern of the pure BiCu2PO6 sample is shown in Fig. 4. The crystal
symmetry at room temperature was found to be orthorhombic
with Pnma space group and lattice constants: a¼11.7768(1) Å,
b¼5.1729(0) Å, c¼7.7900(1) Å, which are in reasonable agreement
with previously reported data [11]. The XRD patterns for Zn-doped
samples were also indexed based on Pnma space group. The XRD
peaks shift towards smaller 2Y angles as the Zn content increase
from x¼0% to 5%, as shown in Fig. 5. This is indicative of Zn2+

cations incorporation into the Cu2+ sites. The lattice parameters a,b

and c from the refinement of all samples with different Zn-doping
content (x) are shown in Table 1.

Morphology of the BiCu2PO6 crystal sample was checked by
optical microscope observation of the polished cross-section
parallel and vertical to the growth direction. As shown in the
Fig. 6a, single crystal samples grown with the rate of 1 mm/h
consist of only one domain. For comparison, a sample grown with
the rate of 2 mm/h shows three domains, pores and cracks (Fig. 6a
right). The X-ray Laue and neutron diffraction techniques were
used to assess the crystal quality as well as to determine the
orientation of the grown crystals. As shown in Fig. 6b, two
identical (2 0 0) diffraction patterns were observed at both ends of



Fig. 5. XRD pattern of the crushed single crystals of Bi(Cu1�xZnx)2PO6 (x¼0%, 1%,

5%). Inset: a part of XRD pattern is enlarged for clarity. The peaks shift towards

smaller 2Y for Zn doping up to 5%, which is a clear indication of a change in lattice

parameters and Zn incorporation into the structure.

Table 1
Lattice parameters and unit cell volume (s.g. Pnma) for four Bi(Cu1�xZnx)2PO6

samples with Zn concentrations x¼0, 1, 5 and 100%.

Compound a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) Volume (Å3)

BiCu2PO6 11.7768(1) 5.1729(0) 7.7900(1) 474.56

BiCu0.99Zn0.01PO6 11.7800(1) 5.1742(1) 7.7924(1) 474.96

BiCu0.95Zn0.05PO6 11.7822(1) 5.1770(1) 7.7969(1) 475.61

BiZn2PO6 [19] 11.8941(3) 5.2754(2) 7.8161(2) 490.44

Fig. 6. (a) Optical microscope photographs (under polarized light) of polished

cross-section parallel to the growth axis of a single domain crystal rod, (left), and

for comparison, a sample grown at the rate of 2 mm/h, (right). (b) BiCu2PO6 single

crystal sample and X-ray back-scattering Laue pictures taken along a-axis

(711)recorded by single translation from both ends of the undoped sample.

(c) Neutron rocking curve of the (200) Bragg reflection of undoped single crystal

sample carried out at Morpheus, PSI (l¼ 4:3 Å).
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the sample, which confirm that one single domain extends along
the entire crystal. Contrary to X-ray Laue, which only probes the
surface, neutrons penetrate the crystal and therefore probe the
bulk properties. The bulk quality of the BiCu2PO6 crystal was
confirmed by neutron rocking curves (performed on Morpheus,
PSI, Switzerland) shown in Fig. 6c. The strong (2 0 0) Bragg-
reflection display a symmetrical width of 0.511 (FWHM), which is
limited only by the instrumental resolution (around 0.21),
indicating good bulk crystal quality.

The magnetic properties of all crystal samples with different
doping levels were measured as a function of temperature from
300 K down to 2 K using a SQUID magnetometer (Quantum
Design). The temperature dependent susceptibility wðTÞ ¼MðTÞ=H

was determined with a magnetic field of 1000 Oe applied in the bc

plane (See Fig. 7). It is evident that all crystals share the same
general features. Upon decreasing temperature, wðTÞ increases
towards a broad maximum around 60 K, characteristic of low-
dimensional antiferromagnets. The subsequent rapid exponential
decrease bear witness of a gapped ground state as expected for a
spin ladder.

At the lowest temperatures a Curie-like upturn, reflecting
weakly coupled spins, increases with Zn content. This component
can contain contributions both from Cu2 + spins adjacent to a
vacancy due to a non-magnetic Zn2 + ion in the ladders, and from
impurity moments. The Cu-free x¼100% Zn sample also show a
low-temperature upturn, which is well described by a 0.1%
fraction of completely uncorrelated paramagnetic moments.
Assuming a similar contribution in the Cu-based samples
accounts for most of the upturn observed in the pure Cu sample,
and allow us to quantify the amount of weakly coupled Cu2 + spins
as function of doping. Subtracting the curve measured on the pure
Zn sample from those measured on the Cu samples does not result
in purely paramagnetic tails [11]. Therefore the latter were fitted
to the sum of a Curie–Weiss term C=ðT�Y) and an exponentially
activated ladder contribution. The obtained concentrations of
weakly coupled spins, 0.15%, 1.4%, and 5.6%, rather closely match
the nominal Zn-doping levels. Furthermore, the very low defect
concentration in the nominally undoped crystal implies
coherence lengths exceeding several hundred sites along the
ladder, allowing for intricate studies of the quantum dynamics in
these samples.
4. Conclusions

In summary we have presented the details of the crystal
growth, crystal quality and magnetic properties of the incon-
gruently melting Bi(Cu1�xZnx)2PO6 (x¼0%, 1%, 5%). Large single
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crystals were achieved using Travelling Solvent Floating Zone
technique at a relatively slow speed of 1 mm/h (20% O2 in Ar gas)
at a pressure of 6 bar. Our attempt of 100% Zn-doping crystal
growth failed, probably due to structural phase transition at
325 1C. High phase purity and crystalline quality were demon-
strated by XRD structure analysis, X-ray Laue and Neutron
diffraction techniques. Magnetic susceptibility measurements
confirmed a very low impurity level of the undoped crystal and
the expected generation of un-paired spins by the Zn-doping.
Crystals of such quality as presented in this work can be applied
for further investigations of the dispersion relation of the triplet
excitations and the dynamics of the excess spins induced by
Zn-doping and substitution effect on the ladder gap in this
compound family.
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